












Viasaterna presents a new exhibition project that for the first time creates a dialogue between the work 
of two artists: the radical figure of Marion Baruch (Romania, 1929), active ever since the end of the 
1960s in Italy and France, and the young, emerging artist Alessandro Teoldi (Italy, 1987), who has 
been resident in the US for many years and here is staging his first solo show in Italy.

With a view to recounting to a choral tale made up of assonances and dissonances, of surprises and With a view to recounting to a choral tale made up of assonances and dissonances, of surprises and 
unexpected revelations, the artists have been called upon to lead a multi-voice dialogue, one both in-
tuitive and at the same time as complex as the weaves of the fabrics that they both use and the con-
sumption that they both undergo.

In an interplay of hyperbolic and free associations, capable of condensing – or vice versa expanding – 
the gallery spaces, the exhibition brings together a selection of works produced over the last two 
years, largely unseen before, offered as real ‘windows to look out of’, openings through which to view 
the world with an ever-new gaze. The result is a visual and emotional tale that unfolds at a syncopated 
rhythm amid brief pauses and sudden accelerations, in search of the harmony that may arise from the 
contrast.

Despite the fact that the work of both artists shares a profound and expressive essentiality made up of Despite the fact that the work of both artists shares a profound and expressive essentiality made up of 
gestures that are as simple as they are decisive – coupled with a particular sensitivity towards shape, 
colour tones, the tactile and volumetric natures – their approach to material is very different. Marion 
Baruch opts to entrust it to chance and recoups the scraps of fabric discarded by fashion ateliers so as 
to endow them with a new dignity, while Alessandro Teoldi methodically tracks down, purchases and 
collects the covers produced and distributed by major airlines, receptacles of a series of meanings 
linked to belonging, detachment and identitlinked to belonging, detachment and identity. Whereas the former, as a matter of principle, never alters 
the original material but, working on the alternation between fulls and voids, frees a new shape, letting 
it emerge and expand in space, the latter on the other hand cuts, sews and overlaps various layers of 
fabric, revealing a series of faces, hands and bodies, set within carefully framed spaces. While Baruch 
exploits the creative act to strengthen the bond between the word and the image, associating a title 
with each work which will then turn out to be of key importance for its interpretation, Teoldi makes use 
of a generic ‘Untitledof a generic ‘Untitled’ followed by the name of the airline that the covers used come from, objectivising 
the specificities of the fabric while at the same time transforming the individual subjects into figures 
bereft of any identity.

Visionaries, be they abstract or figurative, both the works of Baruch and Teoldi have the power to join 
and blur the borders that normally separate reality, memory and the imagery, coming across as inti-
mate narratives with a universal sense to them, calling on onlookers to become participants in turn in 
the stories they tell. Ambiguous and at the same time seductive, they maintain a sense of restlessness 
and mystery, just as restless and mysterious are the characters that exist within them. Living, throb-
bing presences, forever on the verge of coming to life.



“Baggage Claim,” Time Out, July 2017.


